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D.C. Project coordinators to chart new direction

By Nyaya Layk

The D.C. Project is on a road to clear understanding as to what it is about and where it is going, under the direction of Clint Walker and Gary Ayers as directors. There are six main components of the D.C. Project, each under the supervision of a director and assistant director. These components range from the Supplementary Education Program (SEP) to School-to-Work programs, Community Interest, Public Relations, Urban Planning and Drug Abuse.

The latter two will not be discussed further as an interview with the respective directors could not be obtained. Leroy Anderson is the director of the SEP. He and forty Howard tutors go to such schools as Kate Lewis, Mott, Garces, and Harmon in the Washington area (each school supervises as well as coordinators of the school). The program is directed to adults who never received their high school diploma. "For in 1970-71 one out of ten-year-old males dropped out of school, as well as one out of every four females. Each tutor works from 7-11 hours per day in three different classes. The objective of the Adult Education and Community Interest is to chart new direction.

The future aim of SEP is to maintain a closer relationship between HU students and district school residents and manpower," says Anderson. At each school there is an advisory board consisting of parents, coordinators of the school, four school supervisors as well as Leroy Anderson and his assistant directors who meet to discuss the project.

Leroy Anderson puts in eight to nine hours of work each week. Tutors are not only to teach the students in their areas but also to bring forth the feeling of unity by knowing the children both in the tutors about their personal problems at home as well as in school. The tutors are to help the children realize their aspiring goals. The tutors instruct in the regular classroom, environment, and with a better understanding of the students. However, the tutors are not only helped academically and psychologically, but also find a joy in relating to a college student.

The future aim of SEP is to have students in their school system so that they may purchase Christmas gifts, bring them on campus to science classes to spark their interest in the science field more in their schools, "skill shops in the arts to stretch their hands in the arts" and raising through basketball games. For the summer project, Leroy would like to "take the students outside their neighborhoods to pick up." The school produces a campus newsletter which will inform students of the project activities.

The second component, Adult Education and Community Interest, headed by Clinton A. West, whose thirty tutors and three supervisors are divided among such schools as Garnett-Patterson Jr. High, Roosevelt High, and Cardozo. Clint says that they "tutor adults starting from the first to the eighth grade level at Garnett, enrolled in fifth to the twelfth at Cardozo and Roosevelt."

This program is directed to adults who never received their high school diploma. "For in 1970-71 one out of ten-year-old males dropped out of school, as well as one out of every four females. Each tutor works from 7-11 hours per day in three different classes. The objective of the Adult

Liberation flag to be raised

by Robert "The Black" Taylor

The Red, Black and Green flag symbolizing Black liberation will be raised on the Howard University campus by the early weeks of the second semester.

The American flag will continue to fly over the campus, however, because plans call for the erecting of another flag pole on main campus from which the Black liberation banner will fly.

This was the decision reached among such schools as Garnett-Patterson Jr. High, Roosevelt High, and Cardozo. Clint says that they "tutor adults starting from the first to the eighth grade level at Garnett, enrolled in fifth to the twelfth at Cardozo and Roosevelt."

This program is directed to adults who never received their high school diploma. "For in 1970-71 one out of ten-year-old males dropped out of school, as well as one out of every four females. Each tutor works from 7-11 hours per day in three different classes. The objective of the Adult

Student dies by Barbara Stith

Brenda Joyce Jones, 18 year old freshman from Elyria, Ohio, resident in Fine Arts here at Howard, was found dead in Los Angeles, California, Monday of this week.

Brenda, who resided in Campus last Sunday afternoon ostensibly continued on page 13

News Analysis: ‘Country preacher’ needed to grow

by Robert "The Black" Taylor

It is Saturday morning in Chicago at the Martin Luther King Workshop. 4000 people are waiting in eager anticipation of a man, when he arrives on the stage the air in the old theatre is punctured with the shrill screams of women and the loud applauses of men and cries of "Jesse, Jesse, Jesse" resounds from high ceiling of the building.

The above scene is a weekly occurrence in Chicago and it all centers around one Jesse Lewis Jackson, former National Director of Operation Breadbasket — economic arm of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference.

This week, however, after deaths of internal factions and power struggles culminating in his sixty-day suspension, Jesse Jackson announced that he was resigning from the post given to him by Rev. J. Martin Luther King, Jr. after King said "I need air. I must have room to grow."

However, most observers believe that there is much more to Jackson's resignation than a need for "room to grow."

As a matter of fact speculation of an impending split between Jackson and SCLC has been talked about in some Black political circles for several months.

Feeling that was the Atlanta based SCLC's execution of a particularly especially leader Ralph Abernathy was beginning to believe that Jackson and his Chicago based office was attempting to move apart from the goals of the national organization.

The split came to a head last week when Abernathy,(also known as "the country preacher," as Jackson lives to call himself, and his Chicago Breadbasket political machine had incorporated Black Expo and formed a Black Expo Foundation without the approval of knowledge of the national SCLC office in Atlanta.

Black Expo is Black business national fair type affair which draws Black businesses from throughout the country to put their products on public display. Large throughout the country to put their products on public display. Large commercial's also come and buy display space and contribute money. In 1969 Black Expo netted nearly $240,000.

Now Abernathy, learned of the Black Expo incorporation he slapped a 60-day suspension on Bro. Jackson saying that he was merely seeking an understanding of the move and simply wanted to meet with the Chicago Breadbasket office before any action was taken.

"Any questions that Ralph (Abernathy) has, our board will respond to. We don't have the luxury of anything to hide," was Jackson's first response to the suspension.

However, since it was time, some more radical student elements on campus were saying that the separate pole idea was a compromise and that a move may still be made to lower the American flag and put the liberation flag in its place.
New policy statement

Campus Bulletin Board is a service rendered by THE HILLTOP for the Howard University community. It is a service that we will and should continue. However, the HILLTOP had not expected the large volume of announcements that have been submitted this semester.

Therefore, in order to ensure that as many of the announcements as possible get into the paper, the HILLTOP finds it necessary to institute a new policy. All announcements should be typewritten, generally fewer than two words on a line as if they were advertisements or in any other manner that is designed to attract special attention to them.

In recent weeks we have received several announcements that should have been published in the paper. This has not been entirely the fault of our readers. Organizational inefficiency on the part of the HILLTOP has contributed to the error.

In the future, some person on the staff will be assigned the exclusive handling of Campus Bulletin Board and, if our readers submit their announcements in proper form, this campus service will be greatly improved.

Ruth Taylor Award

THE RUTH TAYLOR AWARD FUND COMMITTEE, in cooperation with the Westchester Council of Social Agencies, Inc., announces that awards for the Fund—twentieth-first year will be available for the academic year beginning in September, 1972, in an amount not to exceed $1,000.

The Fund was established on January 25, 1951, for the purpose of granting awards to persons of promise who are residents of Westchester County, New York, who desire to pursue education on a graduate level in accredited schools of social welfare or health in the United States.

Persons are eligible to apply for the 1972 award who:
1. have been legal residents of Westchester County for at least one year;
2. are fully eligible for and plan to undertake full-time graduate study in a school of recognized standing in social welfare or health;
3. need financial assistance to help in meeting the expense of such study.

Application forms may be obtained by applying in writing to:

The Ruth Taylor Award Fund
713 County Office Building
White Plains, N.Y. 10601

The period for filing applications will close on February 15, 1972.

“Tertulia” no. 2

The Spanish Section of the Department of Romance Languages will have its second "Tertulia" of the year on December 12, from 7 to 9:30 p.m. at the home of M.D. Sugarmon, 1405 Emerson St., N.W. All Spanish majors and graduate students, as well as their husbands, wives and children (if they don’t have babysitters), are invited to participate.

Spanish students are invited to attend the second annual "Fiesta de Oficinas" (series of office parties) presented by the Spanish teachers in their offices in Locke Hall on Tuesday, December 14.

Black Art

Christmas Cards
Christmas Table Decorations & Gift Articles.

Designed by "VS" ...

ON DISPLAY and ON SALE December 8 17

Art Department, College of Fine Arts
See Manager, Robert Morton, or Professor Pierre-Noel for orders.

Individual students may be contacted also.

DESIGNERS

Norman Buggers
Lee Brown
Paula French
Carlisle Harris
Laurice Jones
Pamela Morgan
Robert Morton
Robert Page
Marsha Sneed
Billie Veitch-Clennon
Susan Veney
Michael Watkins
Herbert Worthy
Janet Young

"Milh Ouse"

The Sophomore Class of ASSC presents "Milh Ouse" (A White Comedy) Monday, January 10 at 7:30 p.m. in the Student Center Auditorium, There will be two showings, one at 7:30 p.m., and the other at 9:15 p.m. Free tickets may be picked up at the Student Center. Admission is one canned good.

JEWELERS

938 F ST. N.W.
ME 8-6525

Jewelers Since 1932

10% Discount for Howard Students.

Convenient Budget Terms

WPGC AM/FM Radio Station

Job Opportunity:

You will be responsible for reallining our entire music library. Must know all kinds of music, some production techniques such as dubbing and splicing and be familiar with radio operations.

This is an off-year job.

Contact Big Watson--Program Director

779-2100

Holiday Fiesta

The Caribbean Student Association is sponsoring a Holiday celebration for students who will remain in the city, Saturday, December 19, at 3:30 p.m., there will be a West Indian dinner. A Christmas Fiesta and Dance will be held on Saturday, December 25, from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. There will be a New Year's Eve Ball (Old Music) on Friday, December 31, from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m.

All events will be held in the Student Center Ballroom.

Assoc. Dean Dies

Mr. James L. Jones, Associate Dean of the School of Business and Public Administration, passed early Tuesday morning December 14, in his home. A memorial was held for Mr. Jones on Thursday at Rasin Chapel with Mr. Ronald Katoth representing the faculty and Mr. Cameron Jones representing the student body.

Funeral services will be held for Mr. Jones on Thursday, December 16, at 11:00 a.m. in St. Louis, Missouri at the St. John A.M.E. Church, 1908 Kingshighway at 8:00 p.m.
HUSA conducts orderly business $6600 left in budget

by John Green

The HUSA railroad "houses" ran on or off after one hour delay. This was the prevailing thought after Thursday's HUSA meeting.

HUSA meetings which are supposed to end at 7:00, got off to a late start again because, though the HUSA executives were on-hand late, but the president another half-hour late until a quorum of members arrived. There were people who had been waiting since 6:30 to speak before the senate. Before the meeting convened, President Daly gave a short oratory on latitudinal manners and suggested that action be taken against them.

The meeting was finally called to order in 15 minutes. The minutes were read by the secretary, and then financial reports were adopted. Daly then appointed vice-president Charles Hall as parliamentarian. The first order of business was the Finance Committee report by treasurer Ron Hayes and, his first announcement that since the saxophone machine was broken again, there were no copies.

Mr. Hayes began writing full paragraphs. However, though he reported leaving some senators and electromotors as confused as to what he had done, a motion was made of the report against the table, but, it was quickly killed at heads đem. The record was finished.

The Herbe Hancock show was to start in forty-five minutes.

Next a parent from the Howard University Rifle and Pistol club spoke, to say that the $3000 raised would not be enough and that in order to equip the club, the $1200 originally asked for should be granted. Treasurer: Hayley countered by giving many reasons for the cut and stating that there was only $6600 left in the HUSA budget for the rest of the year. This conversation was cut short as one of the senators asked if this business would be made in a form for a letter to the Senator from the Con Law Academy for Kids speak because they were printed for free, or a large one to keep the center open. The center is now broke and they are facingencies.

Ron Hayes then went on to explain why only $500 could be allocated which was very little confused. She then politely interpreted why they had the middle of which Lamont Flanagan made a motion that Mantle Internal Review report be closed. The motion was seconded, voted and adopted although there were still questions from some of the audience. 

Daly is not running for Senate, for he is in a full-time job on campus. He says that when Jesse resigned last year, he was not invited as favor as a personal friend.

The Political Activities committee repeated its report, outlining several projects. Some of which were taken to the Christmas drive, to bring Rev. Funk on campus to find a candidate for president, to send two African American candidates to the African American Conference, and to fly the Black Liberation flag on campus. A support report was noted on and accepted.

The Personnel Committee reported and established a communication with the D.C. Project and HUSA.

The Curriculum Committee only reiterated what they had said in the first meeting. It was at this time that the meeting lost its discussion power, and several senators left. It was five minutes to nine. Despite this, the document of the D.C. Project, Clinton Walker, made the decision. It was in vain though because he wanted the senate to vote and he was not the one who voted. They did not do so. With no other business the meeting adjourned.

H.U. employee labor contract approved

Press Release

A two-year labor agreement between Howard Uni-

versity and approximately 1,000 employees represented by the

District of Columbia Council 20, American Federation of

State, County and Municipal Employees. AFL-CIO, was

recently ratified, which contract, which came into being after several months of negotiations of officials of the

Howard University, was signed December 10 by Howard President E. J.

Cheek and James M. Leek.

The signing followed a rati-

fication meeting during which employees, most of whom work

at the University, held a demonstration in front of the Uni-

versity's administration building. Several vice-presi-

dents and supervisors were not in-
cluded.

The agreement, which became effective immediately, will provide for improved working conditions and the institu-

tion of improved procedures to handle employee grievances.

Under the new contract, nurses' aides will receive an in-

crease in pay. This will bring them in line with uniform allowances that the Uni-

versity provides for registered nurses.

"This is the best contract we ever had," said Mr. Leek after the document was signed.

Socialist speaker addresses students

by Bethany Powell

John D. Ray, National Coordinator of Young Socialists and Palley, spoke to political science classes last week on the platform of the Socialist Workers Party, presidential candidates, in the 72 elections.

Linda Jessen (White) and Andrew Palley (Black)

"Jumpes and Palley call for black control in black com-

munity and the formation of an independent national black political party," said Palley.

In a June Magazine interview, Anbergar, spoke of his feelings that whites, would be a failure in the coming election.

"I think the days are over when people can go around saying Black and white and unite and fight, because we're not anymore," as working people in this country and as Black people, Hawkins stated. The SWP the Edinburgh party of professional black workers in the country, which is predominately white.

"We're going to have a black army to fight with the white people," Hawkins stated. The party of black workers in the country, which is predominately white.

The Socialist Workers Party, which is predominately white,

seeks to overturn capitalism and establish a socialist society, free of race, sex, national oppression and the control of the capitalist class, according to the SWP.
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Kathy Roach matches swan's grace

Kathy Roach looks like an ordinary Howard girl. As a member of the modern dance club, she is quite possible that you have seen her and thought nothing about her. You may just consider her a fellow.

She wears a scarf that sometimes covers her Afro. Her jewelry is simple, but it does not take a practiced eye to detect the grace of her curves. She's like her dance, graceful and serene, and time, and she has occasionally cut a few moves, smiles, and laughter. And she laughs. She's just an ordinary Howard girl...right?

Kathy Roach is a dancer...and what a dancer. Some of you who stuck around the Homecoming talent show may vaguely remember a shapely young girl who introduced herself as Kathy Roach before. She told this reporter, "I haven't taught myself to sew."

She started dancing at the age of five and thirteen years later, she is still dancing. Her style is unique in that she matches so many varied elements in it. She combines tap dancing, ballet, African dance, Jazz dance, modern dance, gymnastics, and believe it or not, judo. This unlikely amalgamation of diverse techniques and styles afford Sister Roach a formula that never ceases to enchant the viewer.

Cool is too warm a word to describe her stage presence. In going through her motions, her coolness and control appear to almost be mismatched. It's like no one is in the audience at all...it is breath-taking.

But then too, she is more than cool. She is articulate. And yes, she is graceful...like a swan at sunrise. She can be torrid, changing feet with a rapidity that defies the eye, and she can be still...like the geese pyramids.

On stage, she comes across as though nothing bothers her. As though she has uncovered the riddle of life and made it her slave. Off the stage however, she is quite a different person. She is very human. She feels intensely...well, as intensely as a Libra is capable of feeling, and wouldn't you know it...she writes poetry.

Her poems are primarily personal in nature and in them she explores the timeliness of questions of mankind such as: "What am I? who am I? and where am I going?"

She makes all of her clothing. She told this reporter, "I haven't bought clothes in four years." Needless to say, perhaps, she taught herself to sew.

Having received her early dance instructions from Bernice Johnson Reagon of New York, which is incidentally is where Kathy is from, she is now a member of Howard's modern dance club. She has danced before the wives of diplomats and she has danced before old people in rest homes. Wherever there is a stage Kathy mounts it...and proceeds to burn.

She is a physical education major and justifies it...Physical fitness must run in her family. Her father has trophies swimming, swimming, gymnastics etc., that testify to his conditioning. Her sisters, who both have dance, have followed in their father's footsteps. But Kathy promises to be the cream of the crop.

The Black woman has not been seen or heard of Kathy Roach before.

Shelby discusses Black family in second Junior seminar

Dr. Shelby went on to say that whites base their claims on questions such as: "Do you think you have deep feelings? Do you desire to be a singer?"

When asked what he thought the role of today's Black woman should be, Dr. Shelby replied, "the role of today's Black woman is a supportive one."

According to Dr. Shelby, "Learning to deal with sexual roles, both the passive and negative aspect, and the liberation of the minds of our Black children are the basic foundations for Black nationhood."

Kurt Vonnegut Jr.'s prize-winning play comes to the screen

Racism's red tape

Dear Editor

Modern American racism is often hard to detect because it comes in many different forms and disguises. Some of the modern racists have even coined the word "kangaroo court" to describe a trial that is unfair and biased.

"Kurt Vonnegut Jr.'s prize-winning play comes to the screen"
Ohio St. BSU announces ideology

The Black student union at Ohio State University recently announced that its ideology will be Black Nationalism and Pan-Africanism.

A 한번의 본인의 단어를 사용하여 갯트의 유명한 이론을 설명해 주세요.

Several weeks ago a list of Black innates who wished to communicate with brothers and sisters on the outside was published in The HILLTOP. The editors seized the opportunity to write to a couple of these prisoners and ask them to get some ideas of what's really happening in Amerikk's concentration camp.

What I learned was startling. One brother particular has written a very surprising description. The brother's name is Earl B. Gibson. He is an inmate at San Quentin Prison, in California. In his words, the genocide of Black people has not taken a new form. Brothers and sisters are being railroaded into the gas chamber, or at least put on ice in "detention and rehabilitation centers" throughout the country.

Bro. Gibson has been in prison for a few years from what I understand. He has been in solitary confinement ("the hole") for quite a while. Recently he was accused of killing a guard. For this he was severely beaten. They put him in the hospital for about a day and then threw him into the hole although he still required medical attention. His suffering had only begun though.

Recently he was indicted by the March County Courts on five counts of fraud and murder of a prison guard which brings with it the mandatory death penalty. The brother does not even have a lawyer, the brother he can hope for is a public defender.

The brother is in serious trouble. In case you were wondering, the Marico County District Attorney indicted Angela Davis. The courts and prison officials are conforming to the genocide of Blacks "legally" in the prison. Yes, my brothers and sisters the crackers are smarter than you think.

Faith, Hope and Charity

Thomas West, Jr.

a dynamite book. This is very

The campus drug problem and the relationship between the drug problem and the mental health of students has recently been a concern at many universities. At the Ohio State campus among more than 40,000 students, the drug problem is quite serious. The prescru.:e of drugs was quite

The campus drug problem is a serious issue at Ohio State University recently. The Black Nationalism and Pan-Africanism ideology is being promoted to engage the group in community and interational activities.

We have slowly come to the realization that the education of Black people in European institutions has served to shape the people to meet the needs of those institutions. And we now recognize that an education should be to prepare people to shape their institutions to meet the needs of their people. As a result, Black schools have found themselves in a situation where new goals for Black peoples education are necessary. Without, as yet, an elaboration of the means for meeting those goals, Howard, still have not developed effective means of preparing its students to shape the world to meet their needs. The 3-M program is a program designed for Howard University where the resources of the university are focused to meet the need of Black people.

The 3-M program is a program designed for Howard University where the resources of the university are focused to meet the need of Black people. The program is based on the profound need of Black people to develop an independent Black economy. Within the development of mature industrial economies, it is necessary to be in control of production of engines which will be dependent Black economy.
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Diary of a Black student
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Johnson announces plans for HUSC cultural committee.

by Renee Hull

A month ago Norman Reid presented the HUSC senate his plan to organize a cultural committee. Major stipulations included a tentative title of "Our People's Movement" for the committee's activities, free student admissions to "Spring Fever," a $1,500 stipend for him and his secretary. Asha Bolton, senator for her committee proposal because it was sound in content and also because it was the only one submitted for the cultural committee idea. In coming to the senate voted in favor of her proposal, much to his and her delight.

HUSC senator Raymond Johnson was asked by the senate to consider submitting a proposal for the committee idea. Johnson's proposals, submitted a week after Reid's, also included free student admissions. In addition, Johnson accepted the position of cultural committee chairman. His proposals were approved.

Johnson explained that he wouldn't have accepted the job if the students were to be charged. He said that he explained the concept of the committee idea as it is, to the effect that students would cover $12,450 for the year, is to be appreciated not only by the students of the university but by the community also. As a way of promoting the committee, Johnson offered to put on a jazz show the week after his proposal was accepted. Norman Reid, on the other hand, felt that the committee is the best way of getting in contact with Rhetorica Johnson.

The cultural committee's meetings are scheduled:

February 2 - A Poetry Season in Crampton Auditorium with Don Giovanni. Nikki Giovanni, Johnson stated. Poets are very important because it is a question of expression of Blackness in the world today.

March - An internationally acclaimed African Dance ensemble by the name of Dinizulu will perform in Crampton.

April - The proposal to have a cultural festival is still being discussed. Phillip Anglade will assist Raymond Johnson if the proposal is accepted and will expand the film festival beyond April. The films suggested are to be uncontradicted. Two of the films suggested are "Right On!" by the Original Poets and a film on Angela Davis titled, "Political Revolutionary."

May - A concert with Eddie Kendricks and the Stylistics. The proposal includes African Steel Band for the non-American brothers and sisters.

The senate in debating a concert with Sly and the Family Stone, There are two reasons for the decision to be made. One is the amount of work the volunteers have to do and the other is the administration will approve the proposal.

The cultural committee needs volunteers in order to continue the activities for this year. Applications may be picked up in the HUSC office.

Bolton reveals actions as HU trustee

by Martin Bolton

Perhaps the most misunderstood student government for the past few years has been the student member of the Board of Trustees. This is why I am writing a letter in an attempt to clarify my opinions.

Because I am your representative, I feel I have a responsibility to you, and that responsibility forces me to make a conclusion that I feel is due. At the time of my election to the board, I, perhaps foolishly, but wisely, saw myself as someone who could, by refusing to sign an oath of confidence in the board to effect a greater communication between student government and the student community. That thought was and is quite absurd for two reasons. First, it is absurd because I have written a position on the board.

Rather, there is an unspoken gentleman's agreement and, therefore, an inevitable release of certain information to prove, in a variety of ways, particularly from a political standpoint, detrimental to the University. One only has to consider the repercussions faced by a candidate for the arena of land acquisition should that candidate lose. The University desires land areas. Then prices could rise beyond all feasible ranges and, consequently, these areas would be unobtainable.

Granted, all issues are not exactly that detrimental and, accordingly, I shall seek to have them resolved with a greater speed than has been the case in the past.

Another item I believe should be brought to your attention is the Code of Responsibility and the Code of the Board of Trustees, which I have asked the editor to print in conjunction with this letter. What is most important for you to recognize and understand is the section that concerns itself with members and constituents of the board, states, in effect, that no member of the board has a constituency, but legally this is not the case. These two seem to be in contradiction but, in light of my previous statements concerning contingency, they are not. The similarity of the board should and must be determined by the specific referendum. Any other way could allow the position to be filled by someone who has self-aggrandizement at heart rather than a concern for student welfare and the University. This perhaps presupposes a political writing constituency (which must be our goal) but it does allow for student evaluation and selection of their leader. Although I am quite characteristic of the results of the limitations imposed upon me, I recognize the position as viable because it affords students a voice that can be quite crucial in determining the future of the University. It is also significant to note that very few universities have allowed students to sit on their Board of Trustees.

I hope that we will continue to elect representatives who at least approach the intellectual astuteness and overwhelming concern that few students have possessed by John Butler, Eric Hughes and Howard Johnson. I am flattered to share their experiences and honoTed to sit in the company of Brezina, I hope that I can maintain the standards of excellence they have set and, consequently, be assessed as a viable representative.

A.A. - a poet who feels

by John Johnson

Exciting, charming and obviously attractive describes one of Howard University's foremost Black women. Her name is Asha Adisa or A.A. as she is known in her HILLTOP poets column, and she is truly quite different from any other campus personality.

Asha was born in the School of Nursing was born in Danville, North Carolina and raised in Kingston, N.C., but has spent most of her life in New York City. During her high school career she moved to Washington, D.C. from Eastern High School in 1970. While attending Eastern, she hosted Howard University for a Pan-American Conference which was held here.

She enjoyed herself and became intrigued with the students so she decided she would go to Howard. After arriving at Howard, Asha, like so many others, formed an opinion of the University. At that time, she had a feeling of isolation because, as she stated, "Howard students did not feel as if the Naming students were part of Howard. They treated us like we were different.

After a short time, she wanted to become more involved in campus activities so she became a junior varsity cheerleader. Once she became a cheerleader she felt as if she was a part of the University or to put it in her words, "I became part of the mechanism of Howard University." During her freshman year she also became a member of a group and a Groove PAI Groove Sweetheart. Her interests are unable to write and art.

Asha also expressed her sincere interest in the different Zodiac signs. Her sign is Capricorn but she displays the desires of a Leo. As of this time, she favors Pisces men but when asked her opinion of Howard men she replied, "I love them because they're Black but not because they're worthy of it. Men should learn to accept responsibilities to make security within themselves. Men on campus tend to want women for what they stand for and not what they are." Every problem has two sides to Asha was asked about Howard women, she replied, "Howard women need to introspect themselves, their values and respect Black men and then maybe the brothers will react in a positive way.

A month ago Norman Reid was not complete without a question concerning the Howard University System. When asked to reveal her thoughts on this matter, she replied, "The system's faults have become petrified with ideologies based on yesterday's problems, producing an inability to cope with the rising conflagration of Black pride.

Frosh president

Letter to the Editor

When are we going to stop the petty, backbiting, that has plagued our newspaper for the past few weeks? Why can't we be settled outside of print? The time is right for Black people to see each other. Right now, we should not get bogged down in trivial personality clashes when the man is opposing all of us as whether you're part of a "machine" or not. We have duly elected student leaders who we should support, not tear down. This is not to say don't criticize, but when do you criticize offer a reasonable alternative. The problem is not one of personality clash, the time for diversity among components of our society is over. The time for positive action is now! And uniting us as Black people is for the future. I am sure that the future of revolutionary movements is in our hands.

The Hilltop

by Al Warick

President, Freshman Class

Blood Donors Needed

Blood Group AB
$10.00 fee paid to accepted donors
8:00 am to 12 noon
Tuesday and Thursday
October 1-30, 1971
Age 18 to 65
No Appointment Necessary

Anti- Bodies, Inc.
1712 I St., N.W. Suite 210
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Declarations to create a united Caribbean

Guyana Embassy Release

The intent of the GRENADA DECLARATION to create a united Caribbean is based on the understanding of the peoples of the region that the United States has been directly involved in the affairs of the Caribbean and that the United States is the main beneficiary of the political and economic disarray caused by the colonial and neocolonial regimes. The Declaration supports the goal of creating a united Caribbean as a means of achieving greater economic and political independence for the peoples of the Caribbean.

The Declaration recognizes the right of all peoples to self-determination and the right to choose their own form of government. It calls for the establishment of a Permanent Commission to coordinate the activities of the Caribbean nations and to work towards the goal of a united Caribbean.

The Declaration also calls for the withdrawal of all foreign forces from the Caribbean and the end of the economic sanctions imposed by the United States and other imperialist powers. It demands the right of free speech, free press, and free association for all citizens of the Caribbean.

The Declaration further calls for the establishment of a Caribbean Development Bank to finance development projects and to provide a source of funding for the Caribbean nations.

In conclusion, the Declaration expresses the resolve of the Caribbean peoples to achieve unity and independence through peaceful means and to work towards the creation of a United Caribbean.

South Africa rushes arms to Malawi in an attempt to halt FRELIMO activities

By Emanuel J. Muganda

The struggle in South Africa has recently taken an en- courageing turn with the activity of a new guerrilla movement, the African People's Union (ZAPU), which has been formed by the Zimbabwe African People's Union (ZAPU).

ZAPU, which is led by the former Prime Minister of Tanzania, Julius Nyerere, has been active in the northern part of the country, where it has been fighting against the Rhodesian regime. The movement has gained support from the people of the region and has been able to establish a strong base of operations.

The South African government has taken notice of this new development and has taken steps to neutralize ZAPU's activities. The government has been trying to negotiate with the movement to persuade it to disband and return to the country.

However, the government's efforts have not been successful, and ZAPU continues to fight. The government has resorted to using military force to try to suppress the movement.

The situation in South Africa is tense, and the struggle between the government and ZAPU is likely to continue for some time. The people of the region are closely watching the developments and are hoping for a peaceful resolution of the conflict.
Best wishes for a Black Christmas and revolutionary new year.

Editorial

Farrakhan: good speaker but...

During his recent visit here Black Muslim Minister Louis Farrakhan dramatically uttered many things which were timely, correct and needed to be said. But there were a few points which we feel to take exception to.

Brolister Farrakhan alleged, "You would be better sending your daughter to a house of prostitution, than send her into a dormitory of Howard University."

We feel that such a statement makes good emotional rhetoric but serves no other purpose than to maliciously slander the image of the women of Howard University. The Chinese say that without investigation one has no right to speak. And we are sure that Minister Farrakhan's speech. And we feel he should be invited to campus again before the purpose than to ornally slander the image of the women of Howard University. The Hilltop, however, maintains that the struggle of Black people knows no geographical limitations or in the words of Garvey "The whole world is my province and Africa is free."

We sincerely believe that if Black people limit their future to America then they have no need for those Pan-African political, economic and cultural links must be established as soon as possible.

However, as we stated above, we found more to agree with than to disagree with in Minister Farrakhan's speech. And we feel he should be invited to campus again before the year is over. The Honorable Elijah Muhammad's top minister is indeed a dramatic speaker and wise brother but we feel it a necessity not to let the slanderous accusations against Howard women go unchallenged.

All respect to Black women and Pan-African Power.

DID YOU KNOW

THAT Black inter-city residents suffer from high blood pressure perhaps more than any other group in America. And according to the conclusions of a study conducted in Detroit, the Blacker a person's skin the higher his blood pressure if he lives in a low income ghetto area.

THAT, reportedly the richest Black man in America is Norris B. Hendon, president of the Atlanta Life Insurance Company. His private fortune is put at $18 million (we only wonder how many Black folk he has helped.)

THAT one of the latest techniques of co-operative integration in America is the growing trend of large white businesses to name Blacks to their boards of directors. As of date, Blacks have been named to the boards of nearly thirty of the best known businesses in the country. Many Black nationalists view this trend as dangerous because they believe these Blacks will disappear into the American capitalist structure and be in no position to benefit the masses of Black people. They also feel that American capitalism has been the historic enemy of Black folk and cannot be made to benefit them.

THAT, although Blacks are officially listed as 11.2 per cent of the population in America, the Census Bureau recently revealed that we own only two percent of all the businesses and do less than one half of one per cent of all the business volume.

THAT the Carnegie Commission, which conducted a study of Blacks, found that on the average Black colleges and universities allocate about 13 per cent of their money for endowment and one percent to student loans. For white colleges, on the average, over two percent of their money goes to student loans. This seems ironic since the average white student is in a much better position to finance his education than the average Black.
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Vibrations will close the year on a very non-political, non-controversial note. Originally, it had intended to take an indepth view of the grievances against a lady named Wet, Geraldine Twitty - a zoology instructor.

But because of the upcoming vacation, and the long period before the next Hilltop comes out before the next Hilltop comes out January 28, 1972 - Vibrations has opted to save the Twitty study until conditions are more favorable.

But the halls with halls of holy...its the season to be jolly, starts a familiar Christmas card. So merriment and good tidings and best, I extend to all those under the sound of my voice: No exceptions.

There are some, however, who deserve more than words from Vibrations, so to them - I shall grant a few presents. Give As an extension of my love for them.

To President Nixon: one pair of easily choppedsticks.

To "Niceness" Agnew: one golf ball with an electric wire.

To Ted Kennedy: one life-preserver.

To Joe Frazier: one reinforced football helmet.

Vibrations will close the year

by Larry D. Coleman

To Swerthack: one box of condominiums.
To Little Richard: one hand-banging woman.
To Hon, Elijah Muhammad: one halos.
To Diana Ross: one padded bra.
To Ralph Abernathy: one large jar of charisma.
To Sandy Daly: one soccer goal.
To Box, one Howard I.D. card.
To Truman Capote: one set of gentials.
To Muhammad Ali: one heavy-weight championship belt.
To HUSA: one direction.
To myself: one reader.

Nixon's chasing was saturated with cow dung, Agnew's golf ball's electronic program is to hit him up side the head anytime he ever thinks about going near a golf course.

If Kennedy's life-preserver has a hole in it, but because he's been to Kopchne comes to his rescue. Mr. Frazier's reinforced football helmet is starting to thorn. Swerthack's condoms have a hole in them. Little Richard's hard loving is real.

Diana Ross' padded bra is programmed to deflate whenever she smiles. Ralph Abernathy's chasing is really a potential "Get Black or Get Back," Sandy Daly's soccer goal is real... he needs one. Box's I.D. card is real, he deserves one. Truman Capote's gentials are really empty (a cruel joke, ain't it?) Muhammad Ali's championship belt is real. HUSA's one direction is a new ruling will.

What's the problem

by LaDonna C. Brown

The climax of the dispute and discussions on 24-hour co-ed visitation in Bethune Hall was reached Tuesday night. Voting between the two options, co-ed visitation (the present hours) and 24-hour visitation, the students passed the new hours, by a vote of 197 to 54. Now that the new hours have been officially passed, it will be only a matter of weeks before 24-hour visitation becomes effective. Perhaps the Quad will try to follow suit, though doubt it until September. But what will be interesting is the reaction the new ruling will receive from the commute administration, and from the women themselves.

Minister Farrakhan on Monday compared the Women's Dorms to houses of prostitution. This is an unforgivable slur to the women of this campus from one who represents an organization that glorifies the Black woman. Unfortunately, Minister Farrakhan is not alone in his view of the behavior of Howard women living on campus. The administration, who prune semen for angers of orgies, wine, men and song as being the every day occurrence now and once the new hours are instituted, I imagine their concern couldn't be "Doll House" and Bethune will name.

There are admittedly some sisters that are not particular with their favors, but one were to believe the average female dorm resident was the partying, heel-kicking, house woman they imagine, her grader would assure her a short stay at the university. This negative image of dorm life has been projected so strongly that even some sisters will say, "if we don't run " wild" without any regard to personal respect. It reminds me of a re-play of the negro Stereotyping (Give them all a inch, they will take a mile), only much more vicious and far more damaging.

The basis of the 24-hour visitation where looked at seriously is not ultimate co-habitation or constant sex. It is in the right to make a choice in partners, what you want, want you, for as long as you want without someone breathing over your shoulder. It is in the right to make the choice as the adults we are. The novelty of the new rule might cause temporary bad behavior. This is a hazard of freedom and must be used to freedom in doses. But it is a freedom that is rightly the residents and has been too long coming.
Dear Brothers and Sisters,

I hope you are all well and that this letter will find you on your way to All African Youth. You will be attending a conference in Sweden and other colleges and universities will be attending a conference, all toward Hayes for without whose help it would not be possible. I am writing to express my appreciation for the help of Hayes and to extend my congratulations on his trip to America. I am very grateful for the opportunity to be there and to participate in this important event.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Editor responds

Dear Brothers and Sisters,

I am writing to express my appreciation for the help of Hayes and to extend my congratulations on his trip to America. I am very grateful for the opportunity to be there and to participate in this important event.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
Many hair, head styles color Black beauty

by Diane Quander

Ashaf eels:

• Many sisters in an effort to create a nostalgic atmosphere, have borrowed hair styles from their sisters in Africa. This lends to complement the hair itself, by surrounding them with an aura of existences.

For those sisters who are still in a dilemma of trying to find different ways of expressing the natural beauty of their hair, here are a few examples of styles brought from the MOTHERLAND.

In Southeast Africa, Harratt's hair wear it half long and plaited in the middle, two braids. Central Africa in Lake Chad areas, women in this area wear their hair medium to very long. They also part their hair in the middle and braided in small, longish sections of way around.

South Africa's bald head

Ghana's corn rods

The Harratt twist

Asha feels:

Christmas

The minds of young Black brothers and sisters, parents, grandparents, and headstart year old children holding full of onlookers, something to prevent your mind from adopting a serious control over one idea.

As the men don't want you in his house, mother, kids, brothers, children white kids to play with.

When asked what you felt like for Christmas, you should have said a “machine gun” and shoot the young concepts of your destination.

the twenty-fifth another beginning of need for change; the foot of which started the new year. We become so deeply engrossed in a Christmas spirit that we wholly stop and consider what manner of ideology is being implanted.

Christmas, a time of celebrating another year of harvest, joy, power, and strength.

Robert Flack's latest album, "Quiet Fire," is that the title implies. On this album, Miss Flack doesn't sound loud and lanky; the gait seems to be back and quietly hurt.

The first cut on side one, "Go Down Moses," is a mixture of rich African drums and a church revival sound. weirdly you can't understand the words as well. But just look around you name it. it's we get it: the bushy free, super-sly, free-sky high free, mini-free... Black women are really expressing themselves and what makes it so beautiful is that being Black is their source of inspiration.

I say to the sisters... Further on?

the Harratt twist

Robert Flack's latest album generates a 'quiet fire'

Robert Flack's latest album, "Quiet Fire," is everything that the title implies. On this album, Miss Flack doesn't sound loud and lanky; the gait seems to be back and quietly hurt.

The first cut on side one, "Go Down Moses," is a mixture of rich African drums and a church revival sound. weirdly you can't understand the words as well. But just look around you name it. it's we get it: the bushy free, super-sly, free-sky high free, mini-free... Black women are really expressing themselves and what makes it so beautiful is that being Black is their source of inspiration.

I say to the sisters... Further on?

by Tom Terrell

Robert Flack's latest album, "Quiet Fire," is everything that the title implies. On this album, Miss Flack doesn't sound loud and lanky; the gait seems to be back and quietly hurt.

The first cut on side one, "Go Down Moses," is a mixture of rich African drums and a church revival sound. weirdly you can't understand the words as well. But just look around you name it. it's we get it: the bushy free, super-sly, free-sky high free, mini-free... Black women are really expressing themselves and what makes it so beautiful is that being Black is their source of inspiration.

I say to the sisters... Further on?

by Tom Terrell

Robert Flack's latest album, "Quiet Fire," is everything that the title implies. On this album, Miss Flack doesn't sound loud and lanky; the gait seems to be back and quietly hurt.

The first cut on side one, "Go Down Moses," is a mixture of rich African drums and a church revival sound. weirdly you can't understand the words as well. But just look around you name it. it's we get it: the bushy free, super-sly, free-sky high free, mini-free... Black women are really expressing themselves and what makes it so beautiful is that being Black is their source of inspiration.

I say to the sisters... Further on?
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The black laborer

BEST WISHES:
have your fun
spread your cheer,
take care of yourself
see you next year!

payback

unions closed
wages low
times are hard
work is slow . . .

boss is mean
rent is due
enter nixon's
phase II . . .

mama scrubs
and daddy hoes
school's a'comin
kids need clothes.

penny pinchin'
moldy bread
prices risin'
but we still ahead.

wolf tickets
no longer sellin'.
but we's a'comin.
When? we ain't tellin.

got no cash
but i betcha,
all yo shit's
comin right
back at ya.

larry d. coleman

black laborer photos by richard douglas
Hancock's jazz proves to be "Damn near out of sight"

by James Smith

Jazz lovers, music lovers and even a few Niggers all attended a very important Hancock and Zulu Nation concert at the Lincoln Center Thursday night. Generally speaking, the jazz lovers thought the Zulu Nation and Hancock did not live up to their high standards. The music lovers thought the Hancock and Zulu Nation combo was a good one and the Niggers just talked a lot.

The Zulu Nation played beautifully from first to final note. Since last year, they have added two percussionists and the band is a lot more dynamic. He performed in a more relaxed manner and played like he created it. That group could get a concert alone and turn it out every night. Everyone knew that the Herbie Hancock sextet would have to raise all kinds of hell and they did.

What the sextet did however was damn near out of range of normal. They even succeeded in silencing some of the colored folk in the back even if they were sleeping. In short the group: Tyner, Shipp, and Hancock had their collective doors open.

The 2nd speaker was Herbie and his style Herbie laid back with a few exceptions throughout the entire performance. Manflu Maupin is the harmonic instrument that I in my ignorance cannot name.

Dr. Alvin Poussaint, Dan Williams and Walter Baraka (Leroi Jones) consider the answer on Part II of the series, "Racism: A Problem in Society, Part Two: Racism and the Black Musician". At the Monday night meeting.

In continuing Black Journal's analysis of institutional racism, the panel discusses this phenomenon in terms of culture, education and psychological development, surveying sources and conclusions.

Dr. Poussaint, who is an associate professor of psychiatry at New York Medical College and author of the forthcoming book, "The Black Man: A Psychological Study," asks, "Does racism exist as a self-images, health, illness, a byproduct of white power or a warped cultural value system?"
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Second-rate recognition still plagues the Black GI

By Kathleen Wills

Again, freshmen class leads campus community

By Roger W. Burke, Jr.

Staff Assistant for Records, V. Delums

The Medal of Honor, "presented in the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts" to America's highest award for heroism, was given this award during World War II. It is a bi-annual award and was received during the Korean conflict and approximately fifteen times during World War II. Because of obvious omission, Black heroes from history, it can be safely assumed that many more who were qualified were still recognized.

Evidence strongly supports this phenomenon. Black soldiers fighting, throughout the American Civil War and the Civil War, The Black 9th Cavalry, fearlessly supported the Union Rides at San Juan Hill, Cuba in 1895, prompting former Secretary of War to say, "I never saw braver men anywhere." The French Croix de Guerre was awarded to three infantry divisions during World War II, the "Negro regiment that fought the best in the U.S. Army."

In the aftermath of the investigation of military racism by the Congressional Black Caucus, it appears that the Black GI of '71 still succumbs to second-rate recognition. However, evidence has come forth that has sympathy for the cause, and the conscience of the secretion of Defense Merrill, a call for a meeting of the congressional Black Caucus, has held formal hearings on military racism at the time of Congress. The meeting has also called for a revaluation of the old Washington practice of "neither asking nor telling" those regarding the government that discriminate against Black GIs stationed there. It is one thing to say that the country to say "Yanks go home," but there is a different response when that statement says "Nigger go home," because that speaks to the issue of that country of which in turn, speaks to a major problem in America.

Caucus also criticized the number of Blacks in command positions. It seems disgraceful that America can lodge itself in a society that continues to maintain a microcosm of Blacks commanding anything. There is a need to evaluate the military's Equal Opportunity Policy and the need to evaluate military regulations which have had a negative affect on Blacks and other racial minorities.

Colonel Knopp has also called for a change in the system of military racism. It appears that military justice has only been too well known to continue. What service has been made to continue to maintain discipline? Since the military has been every well learned and the command has now, it will not be the wrong law. This tenet can be found in a number of racist command has had, and will continue to have, nightmarish effects, the military has suggested Federal Court jurisdiction over the military issues.

Finally, the entire Black Congressional Caucus has pledged its support to the solving of racial problems within the military. In his closing statement, California Congressman Ronald V. Dellums stated, "I think we fight to think that the military is not a place for the practice of psychological genocide. This is an attempt by the military-industrial complex to the African heritage. He continued to say, "the military is a powerful institutions that make decisions which influence our lives to destroy a human being's will, hope, to struggle, and he will not to dream come true from that hope. When they have destroyed that, you will have destroyed that individual - and that is genocide. It is only one of the components of the system. For the Black and the military will not stand outside of this change."

The Black Congressional Caucus has pledged its support to the solving of racial problems within the military. In his closing statement, California Congressman Ronald V. Dellums stated, "I think we fight to think that the military is not a place for the practice of psychological genocide. This is an attempt by the military-industrial complex to the African heritage. He continued to say, "the military is a powerful institutions that make decisions which influence our lives to destroy a human being's will, hope, to struggle, and he will not to dream come true from that hope. When they have destroyed that, you will have destroyed that individual - and that is genocide. It is only one of the components of the system. For the Black and the military will not stand outside of this change."

Unyielding admin haunts students

Having been at Howard since the beginning of the semester, I have certain reflections on the particular, the publically the most of 71. I have seen the student's risk their lives to protect the welfare of the campus. It is not that you have seen students have a self-motivated twist to performing for the Black people in prison. A recent which the Mississippi State News said, "the students courageously fought to change. I have met students instruc tors and down to earth brothers who are the struggle ten days a hour (unfortunately not 24 hours), but they have not been effective to achieve change. Yet Howard has been able to change, opportune, dynamically, and a 'freshman into cynical, apathetic students. Yet Howard students are still determined to do something, the next thing has been to change."
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An African affair

Dr. Andrew Cotlow, the program and credited the students who have committed themselves to the African "Freshman accounting," she is Black and Black together. We shall progress.

Before the end of the after noon the program had started. The topic of the Panel discussion was, "The role of the student in the African "Freshman accounting," she is Black and Black together. We shall progress.
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Six brothers, all members of Cornell's varsity basketball team, started a boycott of games last Wednesday.

The brothers contend that Cornell has a quota system which allows only three of the Black players to be on the court at the same time.

The brothers have also directed their charges at the head coach of Cornell's basketball team. The coach has supposedly met with the players to discuss the controversy.

University officials have appointed a five-member panel to investigate the matter. Without the six brothers, Cornell has a remaining nine-man all-white squad. Without the brothers the whites have lost their last two contests. A game scheduled for Tuesday in Rochester, New York was cancelled.

The brothers involved are Brian Wright, leading scorer; Jeff Howard, second leading scorer; Tom Sparks; Carmel Stewart; Otis Story, and John Coles.

I admire these six Black brothers, for they exemplify what has been termed the "majority force of Black athletes." A force which is so powerful, that its presence or absence affects all and everything around it.

Blacks are a complimentary force to sports. If you review any sporting event, its drawing power is amplified, because of the presence of Blacks.

Often brothers in the field of athletics have been criticized for their pacifist actions towards the white nation. They have been called "cowards" because they believed their manhood was in jeopardy, as a result of actions by a white racist Olympic Committee.

Brother Muhammad Ali, sacrificed a professional boxing career, because he refused to adhere to whitey's rules in playing a game called "war." Brother Kareem Abdul-Jabbar said "no," to the State's Department with foresight, for he led a goodwill tour of Africa, complete with an offensive return to this country. Brother Abdul-Jabbar again shocked the white media and sporting world, by defining, himself, and as a result of that definition adopte a true identity; a name for himself, no longer Lew Alcindor, but Kareem Abdul-Jabbar.

And now my brothers at Cornell, an institution which has been blacked out for the past few years, have arisen.

These brothers showed their determination, not showing up for practice...that's an overt reaction. I say to those brothers...stand tall, for without the Windu, the word "farfetched" has to change to overt.

After John Carlos and Tommie Smith shook the white world at the 1968 Olympics, there was a realization among Black athletes that covert actions have to change to overt.

In Syracuse, New York, brothers on the football team at Syracuse University, sacrificed a possible professional career, because they believed their identity and in order to retain their identity pacifist beliefs had to be destroyed.

The windup of a great crusade
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The windup of a great crusade

With the "new major force of Black athletes" came an awareness of the need to retain a true identity and in order to retain that identity pacifist beliefs had to be destroyed.

After John Carlos and Tommie Smith shook the white world at the 1968 Olympics, there was a realization among Black athletes that covert actions have to change to overt.

In Syracuse, New York, brothers on the football team at Syracuse University, sacrificed a possible professional career, because they believed their identity and in order to retain their identity pacifist beliefs had to be destroyed.

The windup of a great crusade

The Bisons and the Persuaders emerged with a defeat over the Rejectors as former varsity start Tommy Lee and Larry Jaggers scored 11 and 12 points respectively.

Action then continued with the final gaining a forfeit over Cook Hall and Superdor winning the Stars 71-44 at Mercado let Superbald with 20 points.

In what was hailed as the biggest game of the league play thus far the P. E. Majors edge the Fellas 55-15 on a last second shot by none other than Larry Jaggers who ended a game with a high 15 points. And again chips in 15 points for the Pens, the Sons held on to the Stars 74-78 M. Flood led the winners with 16 points.


Crew team - "Far-fetched?"

by Lena Williams

One of my reporters, Jeff MacQuarrie, was questioned by members and ex-members of the crew team over the usage of the word "far-fetched" in his article last week.

I must apologize to Jeff for the words in question were not original words. In editing the copy for that story, I used the word "farfetched."

Jeff's original sentence was veracious but contained "hardly credible" in reference to the future of the crew making the Olympics.

In an effort to make the story more "feel good," I added the word "farfetched" in that sentence. The term was used in the following context: In view of the crew's present status, such comments as the Olympic team seem "farfetched."

I consulted some background information on the team's status for the readers, the crew team, no longer a team but a club, there is no coach for the club, no adequate practice facilities, no 10-year-old boat, no funds and several members of the squad are gone.

After reviewing these circumstances, Jeff MacQuarrie would not just not just not make the Olympics, however, this would not be "farfetched." I wish to make it so.

To show my uncertainty over this point I inserted "farfetched," with the use of quotation marks, an editorialization.

In order that everyone understands, allow me to break the word down into two components.

Fetch means to seek, go after or go get. Far means distant. When combined, the dictionary supplies the following meaning for fetchfetched: 1) not easily or naturally deduced or in 2) improbable.

The members of the crew believe that, with their present expertise, they can make the Olympics, then good. However, I feel that money and manpower will be needed. The team has little of either.

Some members of this team to look at it ideally is not viable. If you still don't agree with what I have presented, then I'll be glad to make a remake (that means I'll apologize)!

The windup of a great crusade
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On Tuesday, November 30, the 11-11 Midshipmen of the U.S. Naval Academy paid their first visit to the Howard campus and were beaten by a 3-0 score. Coach Glenn Warner's and his ability to master only six attempts at goal-kicking, missed on all.

What was expected to be the toughest test of the three-game series took place at Howard Stadium on Saturday, December 4, when Coach John McGrath piloted his Penn State team against the Bisons.

Bison Coach Lincoln Phillips prepared carefully for the test. Penn State had just handled the 12-0 University of Pennsylvania, 19-7, in a key game.

In the second quarter, however, the Bisons smashed through five Fortress goal-attempts and notched three of them for a 9-2 lead. The Pennsiders were held scoreless periods at Howard Stadium on Monday, November 22, before bowling a 4-0 touch to a record D.C. 7.
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This past Wednesday, the Howard wrestling team scored another victory in what once again promises to be a most successful season.

Although the 31-27 score against Norfolk State was quite as impressive as last Friday's 41-6 victory over fourth ranked Carolina State, the Bison are 2-0 in MEAC competition.

In individual competition the Bison victory was a 5-3 decision, scored by Artie Cox and Moses Ebiton. All 12-1 season, Carlvon Harris scored 12-1 decision over his opponent, despite a match forfeited to him, the team captain, Sam Rogers remains undefeated.

The only teams in the area with a winning record are Howard's Bison squad, which are 4-2 and Maryland University with a 3-1 record.

The Terps record leaves much to be suggested after the way Virginia handled the Terps last weekend. The most disappointing area coach had to be American University's Tom Young. He believed this would be the year his Eagles could take on conference rival Temple University. American got their chance Saturday night and blew it, losing to Temple 65-51, despite an outstanding performance by brother Kermitt Washington, who scored 20 points and grabbed 18 rebounds.

I predict that the crew team or club will not make it to the Olympics this year. I mean to make it, but I think it's important to the club itself.

I predict that the intramural program will succeed despite its present problems. This success will bring about a heightened interest in athletics on campus and attract more students into the program.

Aside from these campus predictions, I say that the Washington Redskins will not make it to the Superbowl but will get a playoff spot. Brother Kareem Jabbar will lead the Milwaukee Bucks to another NBA championship.

Finally I predict that this sports writer will survive the second semester at Howard, despite his height disadvantage, they will be able to finish with a winning season. The gymnastics will have near unbroken wins for all home basketball games.

I also foresee the new radio station will have near unbroken wins for all home basketball games.

Beechwood Ageing could be an "advertising gimmick."
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For instance, last year we bought almost $2 million pounds of Beechwood strips... enough to fill 67 freight cars.
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Ronald Ganges, L.A. Sr.
Yes, if people would start acting like Brothers and Sisters.

Yes, they should; but most likely they won't let it fly alone. So fly it with the American flag.

Sam Hutchinson, Law School
No, not because of the percentage of Black students at Howard, but Howard students deal too much with the periphery and not the core of the problem. In short, a flag would be flying with no substance.

William Lassiter, F.A. Sr.
Yes, it's just a symbol but sometimes symbols such as those in African tradition can mean a lot.

Sylvia Lloyd, F.A. Sr.
Yes, it would serve as a good reminder of what we are here for and what we should be about when we get out.

Teresa GoFretmott, L.A. Jr.
Yes, they should, but most likely they won't let it fly alone. So fly it with the American flag.

Anne Roberts, F.A. Soph.
It matters very little at this point since too many Howard students are so apathetic. The flag should symbolize our deep commitment to Africa and the Black movement. Since too many of us are not committed, the presence of the flag would be an empty gesture.

Clarence Simon, L.A. Sr.
Yes, I think that the Black Liberation Flag should be flown on campus; it would serve as a reminder to students and faculty that a struggle for Black unity is going on here and that all should be political.
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